
Dear Writer, You Need To Quit Quitbooks For
Writers
As a writer, it's easy to get caught up in the never-ending search for motivation,
inspiration, and guidance. It's a solitary journey, often filled with self-doubt and
uncertainty. This is why many writers turn to "quitbooks" for writers, hoping to find
the answers to all their writing woes.

The Allure of Quitbooks

Quitbooks for writers are a popular genre of books that promise to provide
practical tips, tricks, and advice to help struggling writers overcome their
obstacles. With titles like "How to Write a Bestselling Novel in Thirty Days" or
"Unlock Your Creativity with These Five Easy Steps," it's no wonder why these
books are so enticing.

Quitbooks often claim to have the keys to success and tap into the inner workings
of the writing process. They claim to provide step-by-step guides, exercises, and
strategies to help writers break through writer's block or finish their manuscripts
faster. It sounds like the magical solution every writer is desperately seeking.
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The Illusion of Quick Fixes

However, the reality is that quitbooks for writers can be more harmful than helpful.
They create an illusion that there are quick fixes and shortcuts to becoming a
successful writer. In truth, the writing journey is a long, arduous process that
requires dedication, practice, and continuous learning.

These quitbooks often promote generic advice and formulas that may not
necessarily work for every writer. They can stifle individual creativity and hinder
the development of a unique writing voice. Writing is an art form that thrives on
self-expression, experimentation, and pushing boundaries. Quitbooks can limit
writers' potential by confining them to a prescribed set of rules and guidelines.

Shifting Focus Away from the Craft

Another downside of relying too heavily on quitbooks is that they shift the focus
away from the actual writing process. Instead of spending endless hours crafting
their stories and honing their skills, writers may find themselves spending more
time reading self-help books or searching for the "perfect" writing advice.

Writing is a craft that requires practice, perseverance, and a deep understanding
of language and storytelling. Quitbooks offer shortcuts and quick fixes, which can
inadvertently hinder the growth of a writer. Instead of pouring countless hours into
reading quitbooks, writers should be dedicating that time to writing and immersing
themselves in their craft.

Balancing Inspiration and Action
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That being said, it doesn't mean that writers should avoid all forms of inspiration
or guidance. The key is to find a balance between seeking inspiration and taking
action. Instead of relying solely on quitbooks, writers should explore a variety of
resources, such as attending writing workshops, joining writing communities, or
even seeking mentorship from accomplished authors.

Engaging with other writers and immersing oneself in the writing world can
provide valuable insights, feedback, and support. It's essential to surround
yourself with a network of like-minded individuals who can offer constructive
criticism, motivate you during tough times, and even lend a fresh perspective to
your work.

The Real Journey of a Writer

Writing is a deeply personal, rewarding, and at times, challenging endeavor. It's
crucial for writers to understand that their journey is unique and cannot be
replicated by following a one-size-fits-all approach offered by quitbooks.

Every writer has their own process, their own set of strengths and weaknesses,
and their own voice. It's through dedication, persistence, and a genuine love for
the craft that writers can truly find their own path to success.

So dear writer, instead of relying solely on quitbooks for writers, embrace the
journey, explore different avenues of inspiration, and trust in your abilities. The
key to becoming a better writer lies within you, not in the pages of a book
promising quick fixes.

In

Quitbooks for writers may seem tempting, but they often offer false promises and
shortcuts that do not align with the realities of the writing process. It's through



perseverance, dedication, and continuous learning that writers can truly grow and
develop as artists.

So, dear writer, put down the quitbooks and instead, pick up your pen, unleash
your imagination, and embark on your own unique writing journey. The world is
waiting for your stories, and only you have the power to bring them to life.
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I know, I know, you don’t want to quit writing, and I’m not going to convince you to
quit writing. (I’m really not trying to do that…)

But what if you could quit other things? Things that weren’t moving the needle?
Things that weren’t bringing you the outcome you want? And there are *so* many
things you do need to quit, if you want to be a career author.

How do I know this? Because I’ve coached thousands of writers. Six- and seven-
figure authors, major award winners, midlisters, and new authors alike. And there
are very important patterns to what writers need to quit, what we need to keep,
and what we need to question.
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Those patterns are why I’m here, writing to you.

Anyone can tell you what worked for them, and of course they can say, "it might
not work for you," but they can't tell you why. I can tell you why.

- Becca
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